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FOOD: COMMUNIQUE No. 1
(To all block and neighborhood leaders)

You are called to action in the Nation-wide meat campaign.
This is the message you are asked to carry to your neighbors:

FOOD IS A WEAPON OF WAR!
In spite of the fact that our meat supply is the greatest in history, it will not be enough to meet the
needs of our armed forces both at home and abroad, the needs of our fighting Allies, and the total civilian
demands.
Facing these facts, the Food Requirements Committee of the War Production Board has determined
that the amount of meat going to civilians must be restricted. Accordingly, deliveries from packers to
civilian outlets were restricted as of October 1, 1942, in anticipation of rationing at a later date. However,
rationing machinery requires several months. In the meantime, we are asked voluntarily to share the
meat so that all citizens will be able to get their fair portion-.
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This is essential now and will also prepare the homemaker for actual rationing. We must see that
our meat supplies last throughout the year. It has been calculated that the fair share of meat for each
able-bodied person over 12 year s of age is 2½ pounds per person per week (for eaih child under 6,
¾ pound per week, and for each child 6 to 12, 1½ pounds per week is allowed). That mclrndes all meals
eaten at home, in somebody else's home, or in a restaurant.
Meat to be shared includes all retail cuts from pork, beef, veal, lamb, and mutton carcasses, sausage,
and canned meats made from these limited meats. It is figured "bone in" and "fat on."
Your Government is asking you to help instruct and guide civilians to hold their consumption to their
allotted share voluntarily.
The program is not one that calls on everyone to cut the use of meat. It calls for reduction only by
those who have been accustomed to eating more than 2½ pounds per person per week. No one expects
families who are now consuming below that amount to cut their consumption.

The why of sharing.
/

1. It is patriotic to share.-Our fighting men must have meat; they come first. Our fighting Allieswho now have much less meat than will be provided for us-must also have meat. Self-discipline by civilians, staying within the allowances set, will provide the meat for Number One war needs.

2. It is fair to share.-Unless people who can go early to the store and the public dining place hold
down t heir purchases, those who come late in the day or the meal period will find no meat. Many of the
housewives in war work cannot get to the meat shops until the end of the day. It is unfair to ask workers
to bear the whole brunt of sharing with our fighting men and our Allies. It is fair for all to shar e and
share alike.
3. It is wise to share.-By limiting our consumption of meat now we can be sure that we will have
an adequate supply of meat to last us throughout the year.

What you are to do.
1. Visit each family assigned to you and carry this important message to them in a friendly, cooperative spirit.

2. Explain the reasons for this campaign, its relation ,t o the war effort, and enlist their cooperation.
3. Leave with the family a copy of the leaflet on meat information which has been given you and
explain the use of the meat chart.

4. F ind out the number of women interested in attending food demonstration meetings to learn about
alternate foods.
5. Report to your chairman the results of your work on the report form at the bottom of the page.
(OVER)
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----------------------- -- -- ---- ---------- --- --- -- ----- --- --•----- -------- ----- -- ------ ----- ----- -------- ---· -------- --- -- --- --- ----- --- ----REPORT FORM
Please return to your Block or Neighborhood Leader chairman.
Number of families called on _____________ ----------------------------------------------------------------

__ _ _

Number agreeing to cooperate_____ ___________________________________________ ------------·---Number interested in food demonstrations_____________________ _______________________ ------------·- -

Your comments:
- -------------- - -

- - - -------------------------- ---- - -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ - - - -- - -

Zone ---------------16-31160-1

Sector ___ __

Signed ______________
Leader.

.What the family is to dq.
For hous2wives the problem is one ,for individual solutfon.

Familie:3 who are accustomed to using more than 2½ pounds of meat pe1· person per week may prefer:
1. A meatless day;

2. meatless meals;
3. reduced portions served at several or all meals of the week; or
4. combinations of these methods.

They will take care to:
1. Get the most from the meat they buy, and fight seen and unseen wastes all the way from the
butcher's block to the table.
2. Learn to stretch meat flavor by combining small quantities of meat with other foods.
3. Be open-minded about different cuts of meat and learn the best uses for each cut the market
offers.
4. Use more of the meats not included in the sharing program-the variety meats such as kidney,
tongue, sweetbreads, liver, or brains; the tails and feet. Fish and poultry also are not restricted.
5. Call on eggs, cheese, peanuts, dry beans, soybeans.
stick-to-the-ribs dishes.

Like meat, these foods make a good basis for

A family which regularly consumes no more than 2½ pounds of meat per person will still find interesting the suggestions as to alternative and supplemental foods.

General Pointers for Block and Neighborhood Leaders.
1. If this is your first visit as a Block or Neighborhood Leader, it would be well to introduce yourself
with a brief explanation of the Block or Neighborhood Plan and of your role as a Block or Neighbor hood
Leader.

2. Remember that every family takes pride in doing something to help win the war.

3. You are conveying a vital war message.

Do not be apologetic in your approach.

4. You can assume that many families have already generally heard about the campaign through the
press and radio. Your job is to give them the specific story and answer questions as to how they can best
cooperate.
5. If you are asked a question you cannot answer, simply say you do not know, but you will find out
and advise them later.
6. Before leaving, suggest that the family in~icate what they are already doing or expect to do.
7. If your neighbor seems to question the object of your visit, do not be discouraged.
there is a way that you can prevent this the next time.
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